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Our presentation shows the badges of the major German units which were deployed in our area for a
long time since 1956. Most of these units disbanded in the last two decades. The badges present a
long history of the modern German post-war army and airforce which were established as the forces
of the Federal Republic of Germany since 1956.
From the beginning this part of German military history also took place in our area, which we call
„Münsterland.“ The military history of this region could be traced far back. If you want it began 2000
years ago when Germanic tribes successfully resisted to Roman occupation. This presentation
focuses on the last 60 years. In this time the military history of this region has also been written by
allied forces who came as enemies, but soon became new partners. Especially British forces were
deployed in Northrhine-Westphalia (NRW), a new federal state which was founded by the British in
1946 and became a part of the new Federal Republic of Germany in 1949. NRW united two different
areas and people from the Rhine Area in the west and ancient Westphalia in the east. „Münsterland“
belongs to the Westphalian part and can be identified on a map by its capital Münster in the centre,
Borken and Bocholt in the west, Rheine in the north, Warendorf in the east and Ahlen and Dülmen in
the south. The administrational district of Münster (one of five in NRW) also comprises some cities in
the industrial area, although cities like Gelsenkirchen and Recklinghausen are not regarded a part of
the traditional „Münsterland“.
From the military point of view this area was part of a rear zone behind the defence sectors along the
inner German border in the decades of the „cold war“. Lines of communication for reserves and
logistics passed „Münsterland“ and linked the important NATO area between River Rhine and the
Atlantic Ocean to the defence sectors next to the Iron Girder. The NATO jets of the airbases on both
sides of the border between Germany and the Netherlands/ Belgium regularly trained low level strike
attacks and not all inhabitants regarded it as a „sound of freedom“. The „Münsterland“ was an
important deployment area for I Army Corps (GE) and 7th armoured division (GE). A lot of supply
stocks had their sites next to the Dutch border. Münster was one of the biggest garrisons of the
British Army of the Rhine. The western belt of NATO ground based air defence, which was
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established with Nike Hercules SAM missiles since 1961, went all across „Münsterland“ and was
operated by batteries of the Royal Netherlands` and the German airforces. The nuclear strategy of
NATO also meant that allies owned dual capable weapon system which could be equipped with
nuclear war heads under US-custody. So US Field Artillery Detachments arrived in the 1960ies and
special weapons sites had to be erected. In the 1980ies regularly US-forces moved to Northern
Germany and took part in field training exercises. So a structure for War Host Nation Support was
organized.
The end of the „cold war“ and the German unification in 1990 meant a fundamental change of
military structures. The problem of defence along the Eastern border no longer existed. Gradually the
number of military units was reduced and nowadays the map of deployment in „Münsterland“ has
become white. The army camps at Dülmen, Borken, Coesfeld and Rheine were abandoned after
2000. 19th brigade disbanded. The British forces left Münster in 2014. There are no airforce units
with fighters or missiles any longer. Many storage sites were closed. Münster is still the Headquarter
of a NATO corps, but without any troops. The only „real“ military unit is the new 7 ground
reconaissance battailon at Ahlen. It was a great surprise when the US-forces followed the British
army in the depot of Dülmen appropriate to the recent changes of political and military situation in
Europe.
So the presentation of the badges may illustrate a 60 years-period of change. Information about USforces and the military camp of Dülmen are printed in red.
The following units are shown in this presentation. Not all of them existed at the same time.

See 1st line:
●Münster was the home of HQ I Army Corps (German), which was transformed into the HQ of the
German-Dutch Army Corps in 1995 (see second badge). The building is next to the old paIace of the
bishops of Münster who had ruled this area until 1803. I Army Corps (GE) had peace time control
over five mechanized or armoured German Divisions (no 1, 3, 6, 7, 11) in the area of NATO´s
Northern Army Group NORTHAG and AFNORTH´s subcommand LANDJUT (Baltic Approaches). In case
of war the Corps had to defend a sector along the inner German border in Northern Germany
between the Dutch and British sector. II and III Army Corps (GE) had their sectors in the medium and
southern part of West-Germany.
Today the modern Dutch/German Corps has become one of the mobile international NATOheadquarters to lead land operations. There are no major units under its permanent control in peace
time. A staff and support unit is deployed in Eibergen (NL) and Münster-Handorf.
●The following blue emblems belonged to HQ Air Force Support Command (North) Münster, which
disbanded in the 1990ies and HQ Air Force Transportation Command Münster, which has now been
transferred to the Joint European Air Force Transportation Command at Eindhoven (NL). These two
headquarters had their origin in the former headquarter of German Airforce Group North at Münster
which organized four air divisions with all wings, airdefence and support units of the airforce in the
northern half of West Germany in the 50ies and 60ies. Operational control was performed by NATOheadquarters and not by the headquarter at Münster. By 1970 German airforce was reorganized into
a new divisional structure which fitted better into the NATO´s operational pattern and the
headquarter at Münster became only responsible for support of the German airforce in the North. A
second headquarter in the airforce camp at Richthofenstraße was established to organize air
transportation of the whole airforce.

See 2nd line:
●800 Logistical Support Command in Lingen comprised a number of ammunition and equipment
stocks in the north-west of Germany. In our region sites were at Ochtrup, Ahaus-Lünten, Selm-Bork,
Olfen, Coesfeld-Lette, Rheine and Saerbeck. Saerbeck ammunition site also stored supply for
US-Forces.
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●15 Army Helicopter Regiment had its airfield at Rheine-Bentlage with CH 35 G. By 2013 the
regiment disbanded, was transferred to the German Airforce and deployed at other airfields in
Germany.
●36 Tactical Fighter Wing/later renamed 72 Fighter Wing had its camp at Rheine and airbase at
Hopsten-Dreierwalde (Equipment: F 84 Thunderstreak until 1966, F 104 G Starfighter until 1974, F 4
Phantom until 2006). By 2000 the wing was transformed into a training unit for the remaining
Phantoms in the German Airforce. The airbase at Dreierwalde was closed in 2006. Between 1967 and
1972 the wing had a nuclear role supported by 3 Detachment 50th Tactical Fighter Wing (US).
● 21 Battalion Airdefence operated four Missile Batteries Nike Hercules (1962-1987) resp. six Patriot
Batteries (1989-2002) in Westphalia. The HQ was at Möhnesee near Soest. German Airforce missile
sites of 21 bn in our region were placed near Datteln and Ennigerloh-Westkirchen. Until the mideighties further airdefence missile sites in our region with Nike Hercules were provided by 12 Missile
Group of the Royal Netherlands´ Airforce at Schöppingen and Rheine-Bentlage. The Nikes at
Ennigerloh, Schöppingen and Rheine-Bentlage could be equipped with nuclear warheads under UScustody supported by 508 USFAD (Schöppingen, Bentlage) and 66 USFAD (Möhnesee, Ennigerloh).
Being equipped with the „Patriot“ air defence system since 1989 21 battalion stayed on its sites in
Westphalia until 2002 and then moved to a new garrison near the Baltic Sea.
● The personnel of 112 Section Airforce Signals at Münster manned the communication centres and
a great number of small signal relay sites of the German airforce in North-West Germany.
●331 local defence command at Münster: these local commands were responsible for military
security, nbc-warning, reserve personnel and civilian-military cooperation in a limited area . About 80
of these local commands covered Western-Germany and disbanded by 1994. They were also
responsible to support the activities of reservists in their area. The badge of 331 command has now
become the emblem of our regional reservist group (Reservistenverband Kreisgruppe Münster).
●33 district defence command at Münster was the superior HQ for the local defence commands at
Münster (no 331), Rheine (no 333), Borken (no 334) and Recklinghausen (no 335) with similar
functions. Its area was what we call „Münsterland“, see the green map in the presentation. Reserve
units for local defence and support were available for the district command and the local commands
in case of war. Then these units would have been filled with reservists.The local commands
commands disbanded in 1994. 33 district command merged with 35 district command in Augustdorf
in 1996, which existed in this form until 2007.
The district commands and local commands belonged to a seperate part of the German army which
secured what German military called „territorial defence“. Territorial defence organized military
security, bridging and support in the rear combat zone and cooperation with civilian authorities. It
cared for supply, medical services and reserve personnel for the first line units of German defence.
Territorial defence was under national control in peace and war, but contributed a lot to NATO´s
operability.
There were a lot of headquarters on different levels corresponding to civilian administration
structures. They had some active units at their disposal like signals, engineers, logistics and military
police, but the majority of units had to be filled with reservists. After mobilization the German
territorial defence could field a great number of infantry, engineers and also some armour and
artillery. By 1985 about 64.000 active military personnel belonged to territorial defence, but in case
of war the strength could rise to 450.000 which was one third of German forces after mobilization.
The local and regional headquarters of this branch also cooperated with allied forces. In the 1980ies
a programme of War Host Nation Support for US-Forces was started within the frame of territorial
defence. German reserve units with US-equipment were organized to support US-Reserves which
could be moved to NATO-central front in Germany. See below.
●In about 1990 one of the two army schools for non-commissioned officers was formed at MünsterHandorf. It gradually disbanded in recent time in favour of of a similar school in Eastern Germany.
The green badge is similar to one in the following lines, see below.
● The last badge in line 2 is from Sportschule der Bundeswehr at Warendorf. This renowned
institution has become the central sports academy of the German forces with many sports facilities.
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.See 3rd line:
●11 logistical regiment at Rheine-Gellendorf was formed in the mid-nineties as a headquarter for
different supply, transportation and maintenance units. It continued the tradition and function of a
similar logistical headquarter of I Army corps. The regiment and its units disbanded by 2003. Under
control of this regiment were…
●110 battalion supply Rheine-Gellendorf and…
●170 battalion transportation at Rheine-Bentlage
●333 local defence command at Rheine, see above
●On the right you see the different battalions of 19 mechanized brigade with its headquarter at
Ahlen. The white horse on red field in its badge is the symbol of 7th armoured division with 19, 20
and 21 brigades in Westphalia. The horse was the traditional emblem of the old Saxon tribe which
settled in Westphalia in the early Middle Ages. During the „cold war era“ the divisional headquarter
was placed at Unna and later it moved to Düsseldorf and merged with the headquarter for territorial
defence of NRW. In war time planning 7 division was a reserve force for NATO´s Northern Army
group and could backbone the German, British or Belgium forces in their corps sectors. 7 Division
disbanded in 2006. Only 21 armoured brigade at Augustdorf remained after a 20-years-process of
military transformation and reductions. 19 Brigade at Ahlen disbanded in 2002. In the present a
mixed battalion of ground reconaissance has been formed at Ahlen under 21 brigade´s command. It´s
number 7 continues tradition of former 7 division. The following badges belonged to…
●192 battalion mechanized infantry at Ahlen. When 19 brigade left the order of battle in 2002, the
unit became a part of 21 armoured brigade, but disbanded in 2006
●193 battalion mechanized infantry at Münster-Handorf was transformed into a reserve-unit by
1990 to form the school for non-commissioned officers, see above. So the badges of the school and
193 bn were similar. Both battalions were equipped with the armoured infantry vehicle „Marder“.
●19 brigade also had some independent units on company level (headquarter, engineers, antitank, supply, maintenance) at Ahlen and Münster-Handorf which are not listed with their emblem.

See 4th line:
●110 battalion field artillery was formed at Dülmen by 1970 and became the cadre of two reserve
bataillons for artillery of I Army Corps (GE). The last battery of 110 battalion disbanded in 1986. It
was first equipped with light howitzers 105 mm and then used the self-propelled 175 mm-guns
M 107 which had been replaced by more modern equipment in divisional artillery.
●110 battalion maintenance at Coesfeld, Rheine and Wesel was responsible for electronics and
other special equipment (for example Lance missile system).
●120 battalion maintenance at Rheine and Dülmen maintained vehicles. While 120 bn disbanded by
1997, 110 bn survived until 2004 under command of 11 logistical regiment.
●334 local defence command at Borken, see above
●335 local defence command at Recklinghausen, see above. The area of „Münsterland“ in general is
a rural area, but the administrational district of Münster also comprises some cities in the industrial
area like Recklinghausen and Gelsenkirchen and so territorial defence of these cities was under care
of 33 district command Münster. This also meant mentoring and support for a great number of
reservists in these populated areas.
●The next badge stands for no 3 War Host National Support Command which had to support 13th
Corps Support Command (US) in case of war. According to defence war planning III Army Corps (US)
should move to strengthen NATO-defence in Northern Germany. The staff unit of 3 WHNS command
was placed at Cologne, but the equipment of its reserve units was stored at sites in „Münsterland“,
like Dülmen (431 bn medical transportation), Ochtrup, Selm-Bork and Münster-Handorf. There was a
small centre at the army camp of Borken, where German reservists received training with
US-equipment. The organization of no 3 WHNS command was not completed and the political and
military change after 1989 meant disbanding these structures until 1997.
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●Right to the map follows the badge of 191 mixed battalion of mechanized infantry at Ahlen. The
units of this battalion were divided among the other battalions of 19 brigade. The battalion only
became operational in exercises.
●194 battalion armour at Münster-Handorf was equipped with main battle tanks „Leopard 1“.
●195 battalion field artillery at Münster-Handorf was equipped with 18 gun systems M 109 G.
194 and 195 bn disbanded during the first step of military reductions by 1993.

See 5th line
●The badge with two guns and the emblem of Dülmen symbolizes function and military tradition of
7 Regiment Artillery at Dülmen. It formed divisional artillery of 7 division. Its headquarter battery
controlled 71 battalion field artillery (155 mm, 203 mm) at Dülmen 72 battalion artillery at
Wuppertal, then Wesel, with light and medium multiple rocket launchers and 73 battalion battlefield
observation at Dülmen. Until 1970 72 battailon had been deployed at Dülmen with Honest John
rockets. 7 battery light infantery supported protection of the nuclear capacities. In peace time it had
to safeguard the special weapons ammunition site (SAS) at Visbeck, a few kilometres south of
military camp St.-Barbara at Dülmen. Nuclear custody was provided by 81 Detachment Field Artillery
(US). All visitors of Dülmen can still see the signal tower for nuclear communications as a landmark of
former army camp St.-Barbara. 1992 the nuclear role of 7 regiment finished. CH 47 US-Chinook
helicopters picked up the nuclear warheads at SAS Visbeck. The dual-capable self-propelled
howitzers M110 (203 mm) were withdrawn and 71 and 73 battalion formed a mixed unit for
observation and fire support. By 1999 this new 71 battalion field artillery received the modern selfpropelled howitzers „Panzerhaubitze 2000“, but only for a few years. HQ 7 regiment artillery and its
missile battailon (no 150 with MLRS at Wesel) disbanded in 2002, 71 battailon lost its guns and
became a unit for battlefield observation at Coesfeld until it disbanded in 2008.
●A second divisional regiment was 7 regiment army air defence at Borken. By 1982 the aging air
defence systems M 42 Duster were replaced by the modern air defence gun systems „Gepard“ on
„Leopard 1“-vehicles. In its last years the regiment received missile airdefence systems „Roland“ on
„Marder“ tracked vehicles, but it soon disbanded in 2007.
●The following badges represent signal units of I Army Corps (GE), which were 110 battalion signals
and 130 battalion signals at Coesfeld. 110 battalion installed and manned mobile communications
centres and 120 battalion could install a mobile operational battlefield network of communication.
Both battalions were replaced by a mixed German/Dutch unit for communication and information by
2000.
●731 battalion light infantry was a reserve unit for territorial defence and placed at a depot site in
Greven north of Munster. In case of war it would have protected military objects and observed the
area of 33 district command. Like many infantry units its emblem prefers green colours. Other
branches prefer red (artillery) or blue (logistics or airforce). In this presentation 731 bn stands for a
great number of „invisible“ reserve units which stored their equipment at different sites in and
outside military camps and could become operational by reservists. Now and then these units were
activated for training. Like most of these reserve units 731 battailon disbanded until 2007.
●22 medical regiment had its origin in former 7 medical battalion at Hamm. During a fundamental
reorganisation of the German forces after 2001, the medical services formed their own branch and
7 regiment moved to Ahlen as 22 medical regiment. It didn´t survive the latest reorganisation and
was integrated into other medical units in Germany until 2016.
●252 battalion military police, headquarter at Hilden, was responsible for the whole area of NorthRhine-Westphalia and deployed at different places in our federal state. Its former name before the
reorganisation after 2001 was 730 battalion military police and for many decades one of its
companies was deployed at Münster- Handorf. Today the battalion no longer exists, but has become
a part of no 2 regiment military police with its headquarter at Hilden near Düsseldorf. The military
police detachment left Münster-Handorf.
● On the right follows the emblem of 531 battalion light infantry at Ahlen. This battalion belonged to
an active element of territorial defence, 53 brigade home defence (Headquarter Düren near Cologne
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and Aachen). During a major organisation of the German Army beginning in 1970 six infantry
brigades were formed to strengthen defence in the rear area. During the 1980ies these brigades also
received armour (M 48 main battle tanks, upgraded to 105 mm) und artillery (field howitzers 105
mm) and some armoured personnel carriers M 113. Two of these brigades later became mechanized
to be able to fight in first line of central front. These brigades home defence, including 531 battalion,
disbanded after 1991.
●The last two badges represent 20 armoured brigade (HQ at Iserlohn) which was also part of 7th
armoured division. 204 battalion armour moved from Hemer to Ahlen in 1980 and received main
battle tanks „Leopard 2“. 204 bn became a reserve unit in 1992 and disbanded in 2002. By 1975 the
major part of 110 battalion field artillery in Dülmen became 205 battalion field artillery and received
M 109 G. This battalion stayed at Dülmen until 2002. Then it became a reserve unit which finally
disbanded in 2008.
Today there is only small military presence in our region. Münster is still the headquarter of a NATO
corps. Originally it was planned as a joined army corps for Dutch and German landforces, but
continually it became an international NATO headquarter unit. Camp Lützow in Münster-Handorf is
the home of the staff-support unit. The military sports academy in Warendorf has been gradually
extended and will not be abandoned. The airfield and camp at Rheine-Bentlage is going to close in
autumn 2017. Rumours go that there might be further military use in future. Storage sites are left in
Rheine for equipment and in Gronau-Epe for medical supply. The German Army has transformed the
former British ammunition site at Dorsten-Wulfen into the biggest ammunition storage facility on the
continent. Camp Westfalen at Ahlen has now become the home of a new bataillon reconaissance
(no 7) with different equipment like light armoured verhicles, UAVs and radar. It belongs to 21
armoured brigade at Augustdorf and Unna. These places are situated east and south of our
region.(see map below). 21 brigade is one of the eight German army brigades which are left in the
order of battel. In 1989 the German Army comprised 42 active brigades, most of them mechanized or
armoured! There are only a few airforce subunits left at the airforce camp at Münster. They belong
to the central operational headquarter of the German airforce at Kalkar/Uedem near River Rhine.
The last British units left Münster in 2014. In 2015 the British also gave up the two training sites
Borkenberge and Lavesum in our neighbour city Haltern. Now the situation in Eastern Europe has
caused a revision of military planning. The fact, that the US-Forces established Army Prepositioned
Stocks 2 in the Depot at Dülmen is a part of this process.
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The following photos should give an impression of military life in our region in the last 60 years:

The headquarter building of the German/Dutch Corps at Münster

The headquarter building of the German airforce at Münster (Richthofenstraße)

Armoured infantery vehicles „Marder“ of 193 bn mechanized infantry and main battle tanks
„Leopard 1“ of 194 bn armour at Münster-Handorf (photos taken in 1979)
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194 bn armour during the Dutch field training exercise (FTX) „Firm Riposte“ in October 1985

German military deployment of active units in the 1980ies.

British „Chieftains“ of 4 mechanized brigade (UK) are leaving Münster to take part in the German
Corps FTX „Trutzige Sachsen“ in September 1985
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US-Troops during FTX „Atlantic Lion“ near Coesfeld and Borken in September 1983. After being
equipped by storage sites west of River Rhine 1st Cavalry Div crossed the river and joined the forces
of I Army Corps of the Netherlands (see the Landrover of a Dutch artillery unit).

An air defence system „Gepard“ from 7 air defence regiment during FTX „Starke Wehr“ of I Army
Corps (GE) in September 1982 at Selm- Bork not far from Dülmen.

Young soldiers of 71 bataillon field artillery in front of their heavy howitzers M 110 in Dülmen 1969.
At that time young men had to do compulsory military service for 18 months.
Old and new: a M 109 G Howitzer of 205 bn field artillery and a „Panzerhaubitze 2000“ of 71 bn field
artillery at Dülmen in summer 2002 soon before 7 regiment left Camp St.Barbara .
A self-propelled gun 175mm M 107 from 71 bn during training at Grafenwöhr in 1970.
The M 109 Gs of 205 arty were removed in summer 2002.The last unit left Dülmen in 2003.
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F 84 Thunderstreak, F 104 G Starfighters and F 4 Phantoms from 36 TFW at Rheine and Dreierwalde.

Near Telgte was the special ammunition storage site Schirlheide and the camp of 570th Arty Group
(US) which provided custody for the warheads at this site, which were kept in storage for the nuclear
role of the British and Belgium forces. The camp has become a ranch for ponies, but the signal tower
is still in use for commercial communication.

Reservists on training at Dülmen

Army trucks deposited at Ochtrup equipment depot (2008) and a view at the abandoned ammunition
storage site at Reken-Hülsten
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An army truck of 110 signal bataillon passes an old city gate in Coesfeld (1984). On the right we see
vehicles of 170 bataillon transportation in Rheine-Bentlage in the late 1970ies.

Nike Hercules from 4 battery/21 bataillon air defence artillery at Datteln in firing position at the end
of their service in 1986. The camp of 1 battery/21 bataillon air defence artillery at EnnigerlohWestkirchen was named „Münsterlandkaserne“ in 1967.

CH 53 G from 15 helicopter wing being tested at Rheine-Bentlage
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4 battery/21 airdefence operated „Patriots“ on a missile station near Datteln from 1989-2002

Dülmen train station in 2001: British MBTs „Challenger“ after a FTX at the training site Haltern

The British Army of the Rhine in Gemany in 1998
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A poster which presents 19 mechanized brigade

This poster reminds of German and Dutch air defence units equipped with „Nike Hercules“

The title of a presentation about the army at Dülmen. Read and see more on www.bw-duelmen.de.
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The map shows the recent reductions according to the defence plan of 2011. New plans are expected
according to the crucial situation in politics and security.

7 battailon ground reconaissance at Ahlen is equipped with light armoured vehicles „Fennek“, UAVs,
radars for battelfield observation and a platoon for military battlefield intellegence.

On May 10th 2017 was the inauguration ceremony of Army Prepositioned Stocks 2 at Dülmen.
US-Army uses this former site of the British Army to store military equipment for quick military
reaction if the situation requires.
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The presentation finishes with two scenes from Dülmen in 1966 and 2001:
In 1966 the new army camp St.Barbara was inaugurated and 7 regiment entered the city of Dülmen
passing Lüdinghausen Gate.
Although 7 regiment was going to disband there was a last field training exercise in 2001 with 71
bataillon field artillery (Dülmen) and 150 bataillon artillery (Wesel ). A Multiple Rocket Launcher
System could be watched at the same place like in 1966.

Jürgen Dreifke
Reservistenkameradschaft Dülmen
Summer 2017
For further information: www.bw-duelmen.de
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